Abstract—Scripting languages’ inferior performance stems from compilers lacking enough static information. To address this limitation, they use JIT compilers organized into multiple tiers, with higher tiers using profiling information to generate high-performance code. Checks are inserted to detect incorrect assumptions and, when a check fails, execution transfers to a lower tier. The points of potential transfer between tiers are called Stack Map Points (SMPs). They require a consistent state in both tiers and, hence, limit code optimization across SMPs in the higher tier.

This paper examines the code generated by a state-of-the-art JavaScript compiler and finds that the code has a high frequency of SMPs. These SMPs rarely cause execution to transfer to lower tiers. However, both the optimization-limiting effect of the SMPs, and the overhead of the SMP-guarding checks contribute to scripting languages’ low performance. To tackle this problem, we extend the compiler to generate hardware transactions around SMPs, and perform simple within-transaction optimizations enabled by transactions. We target emerging lightweight HTM systems and call our changes NoMap. We evaluate NoMap on the SunSpider and Kraken suites. We find that NoMap lowers the instruction count by an average of 14.2% and 11.5%, and the execution time by an average of 16.7% and 8.9%, for SunSpider and Kraken, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scripting languages such as JavaScript, PHP, Ruby, Perl, and Python have become very popular in recent years. Programmers enjoy their flexibility, Read-Eval-Print Loop (REPL) support, and ease of use within an agile workflow. These languages are currently used in applications ranging from the low-power embedded domain [1], [2], [3], [4] to the performance-critical server-side [5], [6], [7] and scientific [8], [9], [10] domains.

One reason why scripting languages have become popular is that their performance has become acceptable, thanks mostly to software improvements. Indeed, techniques such as inline caching, type specialization, and Just-In-Time (JIT) support have been added to many scripting language implementations.

Despite these improvements, however, the steady-state performance of scripting languages still lags compared to that of statically-compiled languages such as C and C++. This is seen in Figure 1, which compares the steady-state execution time of the Shootout benchmarks [11] written in several languages. The figure shows the execution time of C, JavaScript, Python, PHP, and Ruby implementations normalized to C on a log scale. For each scripting language, we use a high-performance JIT, namely, JavaScriptCore [12] for JavaScript, PyPy [13] for Python, HHVM [14] for PHP, and JRuby [15] for Ruby. On average, JavaScript, Python, PHP, and Ruby take 3.1, 10.6, 31.4, and 47.7 times longer to execute than C, respectively. Note that the Python, PHP, and Ruby JIT implementations shown are 5.7, 2.3, and 1.9 times faster than their reference interpreter implementations. This remaining performance gap to C prevents scripting languages from becoming truly ubiquitous.

The goal of this paper is to improve the steady-state performance of scripting languages. We want to narrow the performance gap between statically-compiled and scripting languages, so that programmers can leverage the latter’s ease-of-use and employ them in even more domains. Among the different scripting language implementations, we choose to analyze and modify a JavaScript compiler, namely JavaScriptCore [12] — one of the currently highest-performing JIT compilers, as shown in Figure 1. JavaScriptCore is the compiler in Apple’s Safari [16].

JavaScript performance has been the focus of vast resource investments from companies, resulting in many highly-tuned JavaScript virtual machines. Conceptually, however, JavaScript is similar to most scripting languages, and the compilation strategies and optimizations used by JavaScript compilers can be traced back to Smalltalk [17] and Self [18]. Hence, the changes proposed in this paper can be applied to and benefit nearly all scripting languages.

A major reason for the lagging speed of scripting languages is their dynamic nature [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. Since programmers do not declare types, the compiler has to discover the type and structure of objects at runtime. This is why advanced scripting language compilers are JITs.

Advanced JIT compilers have several traits. First, they
To maximize performance, advanced compilers for scripting languages are dynamically typed, which means one can add and remove properties (i.e., fields) from an object at runtime. Also, a given property can hold different types of data, such as numbers, strings, etc. In addition, JavaScript tries to eliminate undefined behaviors by handling all corner cases, rather than causing an exception and crashing the program, forcing operations to be performed natively on a machine that emulates emerging lightweight HTM architectures. NoMap reduces the instruction count of the applications by an average of 14.2% and 11.5%, and reduces the execution time by an average of 16.7% and 8.9%, for SunSpider and Kraken, respectively. These are substantial speed-ups for a very highly-tuned compiler. Moreover, they are obtained completely automatically. We also evaluate NoMap on Intel’s heavyweight HTM hardware.

Overall, this paper’s contribution is three-fold. First, we uncover and characterize a heretofore largely unnoticed performance bottleneck in JavaScript (and other scripting language) implementations: frequent inter-tier jump points that limit optimization by requiring a consistent state across tiers. Second, we propose changes to mitigate the effects of SMPs and extend a JavaScript JIT compiler to support our changes. Third, we evaluate the improvement of NoMap using both lightweight and heavyweight TM hardware.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Creating Scripting Language Machine Code

JavaScript and most scripting languages are dynamically typed, which means one can add and remove properties (i.e., fields) from an object at runtime. Also, a given property can hold different types of data, such as numbers, strings, etc. In addition, JavaScript tries to eliminate undefined behaviors by handling all corner cases, rather than causing an exception and crashing the program, forcing operations to have complex semantics. As a result, it is tricky to generate high-performance code for these languages.

To minimize this performance bottleneck, we extend the FTL tier of JavaScriptCore. Our compiler emits code that places hardware transactions around performance-critical code sections with SMPs, and converts the SMPs within these transactions into transactional aborts. With the SMPs removed, the compiler is then able to more effectively perform code optimizations in these performance-critical sections. In addition, we also propose a Sticky Overflow Flag (SOF) to eliminate overflow checks. Overall, if a remaining check fails, the transaction rolls back and execution resumes at a lower-tier version. The code target is a lightweight hardware transactional memory (HTM) like IBM’s Rollback-Only Transaction (ROT) mode [24]. While the use of HTM to enable unsafe code optimizations is not new, this is the first time that an industrial-strength JavaScript compiler is extended to generate transactions to eliminate the deleterious effects of SMPs.

We call our changes NoMap. We use NoMap on the SunSpider and Kraken application suites, and run them natively on a machine that emulates emerging lightweight HTM architectures. NoMap reduces the instruction count of the applications by an average of 14.2% and 11.5%, and reduces the execution time by an average of 16.7% and 8.9%, for SunSpider and Kraken, respectively. These are substantial speed-ups for a very highly-tuned compiler. Moreover, they are obtained completely automatically. We also evaluate NoMap on Intel’s heavyweight HTM hardware.

Overall, this paper’s contribution is three-fold. First, we uncover and characterize a heretofore largely unnoticed performance bottleneck in JavaScript (and other scripting language) implementations: frequent inter-tier jump points that limit optimization by requiring a consistent state across tiers. Second, we propose changes to mitigate the effects of SMPs and extend a JavaScript JIT compiler to support our changes. Third, we evaluate the improvement of NoMap using both lightweight and heavyweight TM hardware.
shows the structure of JavaScriptCore. Each compiler tier offers a different tradeoff between the time to generate machine code and the quality of code generated. The low-tier compilers create code quickly and handle all corner cases. However, the code is not efficient. The higher-tier compilers produce high-quality code. However, the code is specialized for one case and takes longer to generate.

Table I shows the speedup of each JavaScriptCore compiler tier over its Interpreter tier once steady-state execution is reached. For each configuration (Baseline, DFG, and FTL), we limit the maximum compiler tier it can use to the configuration name. For instance, in the DFG configuration, only a combination of the Interpreter, Baseline compiler, and DFG compilers are allowed to be used. We run the SunSpider [25] and Kraken [26] benchmark suites and show two averages, \( \text{Avg}S \) and \( \text{Avg}T \). \( \text{Avg}T \) is the average of all the benchmarks in the suite, while \( \text{Avg}S \) is the average of a subset described in Section VI-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest Tier Enabled</th>
<th>SunSpider</th>
<th>Kraken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{Avg}S )</td>
<td>( \text{Avg}T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>2.13x</td>
<td>1.88x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFG</td>
<td>7.71x</td>
<td>6.64x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTL</td>
<td>11.48x</td>
<td>9.37x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Speedup of JavaScriptCore tiers over interpreter.

Overall, each tier typically improves on the performance of the tier below by spending more time performing compilation. For instance, the FTL tier is 9.37x and 10.94x faster than the Interpreter, and 41% and 64% faster than DFG for the SunSpider and Kraken suites, respectively. FTL is able to attain such performance improvements over DFG by using the LLVM [27] infrastructure. As the LLVM compiler is used heavily in industry, many advanced optimizations and analysis passes exist in its infrastructure – many more than in the DFG compiler. FTL runs the optimizations included normally in the -O2 configuration of LLVM, which contains more optimizations passes than DFG and more advanced implementations of the passes in DFG. FTL also uses LLVM’s backend instruction selector, which provides significant speedups.

In JIT compilers, the algorithm used to transfer from one version of code to another within the execution of a function is called On-Stack-Replacement (OSR) [28]. The points in a function where execution can jump in from another tier are Entry Points. The points where execution can jump out to another tier are Exit Points; if the exit is to a lower tier due to a failed check, the point is called a Deoptimization Point.

B. Transfers Between Compiler Tiers

At Entry and Exit Points, the compiler has to guarantee that the values of the program variables are the same in the source and destination code versions. This limits the types of code optimizations that the compiler can perform in one tier without adjusting the other. In addition, since some of these variables may be in different register or stack locations in the two tiers, the compiler has to keep a map of the location of the variables and intermediates in both tiers.

At Entry and Exit points, the compiler places machine code to execute the OSR algorithm. When a cross-tier transfer is necessary, the OSR algorithm is invoked. It uses the maps of the two tiers to move variables around until they match the locations expected in the destination code version.

In FTL, these Entry and Exit points are called Stack Map Points (SMPs). With each SMP, FTL associates a Stack Map Entry, which is a structure that describes what variables are in what registers and in the stack.

III. THE PROBLEM WITH TIER TRANSFERS

An analysis of SMPs in FTL code shows that they hurt performance significantly. We now describe the problem.

A. Deoptimization Stack Map Points

1) Frequency of Deoptimization SMPs: Through profiling, we discover that the code generated by the high-performance LLVM-based FTL compiler is full of checks which, on failure, cause execution to reach deoptimization SMPs. Specifically, we profile the number of SMP-guarding checks in code generated by the FTL compiler. In the SunSpider and Kraken JavaScript suites, we observe, on average, one such check per 12 dynamic assembly instructions executed. These checks guard SMPs. The SMPs are at the same points in the FTL code as in the versions generated by the Baseline compiler tier, since these are points of cross-tier execution transfer.

Figures 3(a) and (b) show the number of SMP-guarding checks in the FTL tier per 100 dynamic x86-64 assembly instructions executed by the SunSpider and Kraken suites, respectively. For each suite, we show bars for each of the benchmarks discussed in Section VI-C, a bar for the average of such benchmarks (\( \text{Avg}S \)), and then a bar for the average of all the benchmarks (\( \text{Avg}T \)). More details are provided in Section VI-C.

The bars are broken into bounds checks, overflow checks, type checks, property checks, and other checks. These checks test assumptions made by the FTL compiler. At array accesses, they check that the accesses are within bounds (Bounds checks); at integer arithmetic operations, they check for overflow (Overflow checks); and at data uses, they check that an object’s type and the offset of an object’s property are as expected (Type and Property checks, respectively).

Other checks include those guarding against accessing an undefined location in an array (i.e., a “hole”), trying to index an array with the wrong kind of value, and executing an unexpected code path. In the Other category, the most common check is to guard against accessing an undefined location within an array.

From the figures, we see that checks are very frequent in the optimized FTL code. From the \( \text{Avg}T \) bars, we see that there are 8.1 and 8.5 checks per 100 instructions in SunSpider and Kraken, respectively. This means that there is one check every 12 instructions executed. If we focus on
the AvgS bars, the averages go slightly higher, to 11.3 and 12.0 checks in SunSpider and Kraken, respectively.

Of the checks, overflow checks are the most frequent, accounting for 47% and 29% in SunSpider and Kraken, respectively, for AvgT. Bounds checks are also numerous, and account for 19% and 27% in the two suites, respectively, for AvgT. We find that over 95% of bounds checks occur within loops.

These numbers are significant, as JavaScriptCore already includes passes for the explicit purpose of removing and simplifying bounds, overflow, and type checks. Specifically, the IntegerCheckCombiningPhase pass aims to hoist/remove unnecessary bounds and overflow checks. The TypeCheck-HoistingPhase pass tries to hoist/remove redundant type checks. Unfortunately, their effectiveness is limited by the presence of SMPs, and SMPs' deleterious effect on conservative optimizations. The checks shown in Figures 3(a) and (b) are the checks which remain after all original JavaScript optimizations are performed.

2) Frequency of Invoking Deoptimization SMPs: While there are many check-guarded deoptimization SMPs in FTL code, failures very rarely occur. To determine the frequency of invocations to deoptimization SMPs, we run the SunSpider and Kraken benchmarks 1,000 times each in a loop, and count the number of failures in FTL-compiled functions. Of a total of about 85 million FTL functions called, there were less than 50 deoptimizations. In addition, after around 50 iterations, checks practically never fail. Still, the checks and deoptimization SMPs have to remain to guarantee correctness.

3) Performance Impact of Deoptimization SMPs: To ensure correctness, at these deoptimization SMPs, the compiler guarantees that the values of program variables are the same as in the corresponding entry points in the Baseline code version. As a result, FTL is limited in the code optimizations it can perform across these deoptimization SMPs, since they might change the values of the program variables at SMPs and thus break the agreement between tiers.

For example, FTL cannot move memory accesses across an SMP. Otherwise, if execution transferred to the Baseline tier, the program would perform the same access twice, or fail to perform the access at all. Even moving non-memory operations across an SMP is not without drawbacks. If post-SMP operations are moved before the SMP, the code must also keep the values existing before the operations, in case execution transfers to the Baseline tier. This causes increased register pressure. If pre-SMP operations are moved after the SMP, FTL needs to generate bailout code when execution transfers to the Baseline tier.

B. Example of Performance Impact

To see an example of SMPs hurting performance, consider a loop where each iteration accesses a different element of an array, and accumulates it into a field. Figure 4(a) shows the initial JavaScript code. In this code, object obj has two properties: an array of numbers (values) and a number value (sum). In this loop, the sum of obj.values is stored to obj.sum. Figure 4(b) shows the code generated by the Baseline compiler for this JavaScript loop. Note that in this and subsequent parts of this figure, we do not include obj's initialization. In addition, for simplicity, we do not expand the for-loop control flow, nor how the induction variable is optimized. Also, while lines 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 in Figure 4(b) require SMP Entry Points, we do not show them. In the code, to ensure that all of JavaScript’s corner cases are covered, most of the operations are executed by runtime calls, as shown in the figure. These calls ensure that the operations can be correctly executed for all object types.

Figure 4(c) shows the FTL tier code before optimization. To be able to eliminate the runtime calls for the various operations, many checks have been inserted. The figure shows these checks, with their SMPs, using the format SMPlinenumber, where linenumber is the line in the Baseline tier of Figure 4(b) where the execution should be transferred to, if the check fails. Even with all of these checks, this code is significantly faster than the Baseline version in Figure 4(b).

The FTL compiler tries to eliminate as many checks as possible, and make all operations as efficient as possible. Figure 4(d) shows the ideal code that we want the FTL tier
JavaScript and scripting language compilers (Section VIII).

IV. SPEEDING-UP JAVASCRIPT

A. Main Idea

We propose placing transaction annotations around performance-critical sections with SMPs. SMPs, which are only invoked if their corresponding checks fail, can be replaced by transaction abort instructions. If an abort is triggered, the transaction is rolled back and execution transfers to non-transactional code generated by a lower compiler tier.

With the SMPs removed, conventional optimizations are now possible in these regions, on both memory and non-memory operations. In some transactions, it is also possible to perform special optimizations on the formerly SMP-guarding checks. We introduce two very simple passes which are effective at combining and/or removing some checks.

The use of HTM to enable unsafe code optimizations similar to the ones we apply here is not new (e.g., [29], [30], [31]). However, this is the first time that HTM is used to solve the bottleneck of cross-tier transfers in a multi-tier scripting language compiler.

The IBM POWER8 features two modes of HTM execution: a lightweight mode to leverage HTM’s rollback capabilities called Rollback-Only Transaction (ROT) mode [24], and a heavyweight mode to prevent data races. We target the first one. In ROT mode, only the write footprint of transactions is buffered, not the read one. Moreover, transactions can commit without waiting for the write buffer to drain the stores inside the transaction. Since JavaScript is single-threaded, this lightweight HTM mode can be safely used.

There are two reasons why using transactions to enhance conventional optimizations suits code generated by advanced tiers such as FTL. First, by the time a function reaches the FTL tier, checks rarely fail. The function has been executed enough times for highly-accurate profiling data to be collected, and thus the checks match the characteristics of the code. Second, the codes that reach FTL are codes to be collected, and thus the checks match the characteristics of the code. Second, the codes that reach FTL are codes where attaining high-performance is most crucial. They have been deemed “hot” enough that it is worth spending the extra time to recompile them with more aggressive optimizations.

We call our proposal NoMap. NoMap has two parts: replacing SMPs by aborts to enhance conventional optimizations, and adding passes to combine and remove the formerly SMP-guarding checks.

B. Replacing SMPs by Abort Instructions

Our algorithm places transactions around “hot” loops with SMPs in FTL-generated code. Inside a transaction, each SMP is replaced by an abort instruction. It is safe to remove these SMPs because they are not entry points; the only entry points allowed in FTL-generated code are the beginning of functions. Then, our algorithm creates an SMP to coincide with the begin-transaction instruction. It also creates an SMP before the corresponding code section in the Baseline version.
These two SMPs are needed when the transaction fails and execution transfers to the Baseline version.

Figure 5 shows an example of the changes our algorithm makes on a simple loop and how execution proceeds in the rare case of a check failure. Figure 5(a) shows the original code, while 5(b) shows the transformed code. In each case, we show two code versions: the FTL one (left) and the Baseline one (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTL Tier</th>
<th>Baseline Tier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. for i in 1 to n do:</td>
<td>8. for i in 1 to n do:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. if(bounds check(a, i))</td>
<td>9. Entry1: val = loadArrayValue(a, i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SMP2</td>
<td>10. Entry2: Generic add: sum = add(sum, val)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. val = a[i]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Int add: sum = sum + val</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. if(overflow(sum))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. SMP2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Original

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTL Tier</th>
<th>Baseline Tier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Begin Transaction(SMP3)</td>
<td>10. Entry3: for i in 1 to n do:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. for i in 1 to n do:</td>
<td>11. Entry4: val = loadArrayValue(a, i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. if(bounds check(a, i))</td>
<td>12. Entry2: Generic add: sum = add(sum, val)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. abort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. val = a[i]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Int add: sum = sum + val</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. if(overflow(sum))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. abort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. End Transaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Transformed

Figure 5: Replacing SMPs by transaction aborts.

In the FTL code of Figure 5(a), there is an array access (a[i]) preceded by a bounds check and SMP, and then an integer addition followed by an overflow check and SMP. In the Baseline code of that figure (right side), the array entry is accessed with a loadArrayValue call. This is a runtime call that checks if the access is within bounds and, if not, returns the undefined value; it never crashes. Also, the Baseline code uses a runtime call for the add. This is because JavaScript semantics define addition for arbitrary objects. In addition, JavaScript numbers use, by default, the double-precision floating-point format. The FTL code uses integer addition to reduce overhead, but must check for overflow.

Suppose that the overflow check fails, and the second SMP (SMP2) is invoked. In this case, execution transfers to the Baseline version. It enters through Entry2, and the addition is re-executed using floating-point arithmetic. The figure shows the sequence of executed code lines: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10.

Our algorithm generates the FTL code on the left side of Figure 5(b). The code is inside a transaction and the SMPs are now aborts. The Baseline version has a new entry point (Entry3) in case the FTL transaction fails. If the overflow check in the FTL code fails, the transaction is rolled back, and execution enters the Baseline version through Entry3. The Baseline version re-executes the whole loop. The figure shows the sequence of execution: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 10, 11, 12.

Entry1 and Entry2 in the Baseline version need to be kept since they are entry points from the DFG tier (Figure 2) as well. Note that if an abort is triggered, our transformation results in more instructions being executed than the Baseline version. However, in heavily-profiled “hot” regions, checks virtually never fail.

We perform this transformation before LLVM runs its optimization passes. This allows all of the LLVM optimization passes to interact with the transformed code. Since there is no SMP within the transaction, optimization passes are able to much more effectively optimize this transformed code.

C. Combining and Removing Checks

When an SMP-guarding check inside a transaction fails, it does not matter when the failure is detected or when the rollback occurs — only that the transaction is eventually rolled back. Hence, in NoMap, we move the checks around within the transaction, if it reduces overhead. In particular, we combine some checks and remove others.

1) Combining Array-Bounds Checks: In JavaScript, a compiler cannot always tell the size of an array statically, since array size declarations are optional. Instead, arrays are automatically elongated at runtime as new elements are updated. Hence, if the index requested is not in the array, JavaScript returns the “undefined” value.

The result of these two JavaScript traits is that there is a bounds check before many array accesses. As we show in Section III-A1, on average about 23% of the SMP-guarding checks are bounds checks and over 95% of the checks are in loops.

Many array accesses occur in loops, often with progressively increasing or decreasing indices. In this case, it should be easy to identify the largest index used by the iterations and check it against the array bounds, making all the other checks unnecessary. This “combined” check could be hoisted before the loop or, if there is an early exit out of the loop, sunk after the loop.

Unfortunately, while JavaScriptCore does implement an advanced loop bounds check removal pass similar to many previous works [32], [33], [34], SMPs limit the effectiveness of their conservative analysis and many bounds checks still remain in the code. In our algorithm, however, after removing within-transaction SMPs, combining bounds checks is straightforward. Figure 6 extends the transactional FTL code of Figure 5(b)-left with bounds-check combining. Figure 6(a) shows the original code, where each iteration performs a bounds check. Figure 6(b) shows the transformed code. Since the loop has a monotonically increasing array index, all the checks are combined into a single check for the last index used, and the check is sunk after the loop. The single bounds check handles early exits of the loop as well.

To implement our algorithm, we build upon LLVM’s Scalar Evolution analysis to identify monotonic loop variables. Once candidates are identified, we insert a new bounds check outside of the loop and delete the original checks from within the loop. Variables which are monotonically increasing have their check sunk to below the loop whereas monotonically decreasing variables have their check hoisted. Note that, without transactions, it would not be
possible to safely sink checks to outside of loops while maintaining JavaScript’s semantics.

2) **Removing Overflow Checks**: JavaScript semantics state that numbers must be represented in double-precision floating-point format by default. Since, in practice, many numbers are integers, JavaScript compilers try to convert as many floating-point operations as possible into integer operations. However, these integer operations must be checked for overflow, and reexecuted using double-precision values if overflow occur.

As a result, there is an overflow check after many arithmetic operations. As shown in Section III-A1, on average about 38% of the SMP-guarding checks are overflow checks.

In x86-64, arithmetic operations set the overflow (OF) flag. The flag must be checked soon after the operation because it can be overwritten by later instructions. To improve performance, we propose a **Sticky OF flag (SOF)** that remains set from the time an overflow occurs until the end of the transaction. With that, we can remove all the overflow checks inside the transaction. We simply check the SOF flag at the end of the transaction, to see if any overflows occurred.

The IBM Power ISA has an SOF (called summary overflow flag [35]) that can be used. Specifically, we want arithmetic instructions to set both OF and SOF, as in the IBM Power. The SOF flag should only be checked at the end of the transaction.

Figure 7 extends the example in Figure 6 with overflow-check removal. Figure 7(a) repeats the code in Figure 6(b), where each iteration checks for overflow. In Figure 7(b), we remove the check. The end-transaction instruction automatically checks the SOF flag and aborts if it is set.

### V. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

#### A. TM Support

Since JavaScript is single threaded, NoMap does not need to deal with cross-thread conflicts; it can target a lightweight HTM like IBM POWER8 ROT mode [24]. Specifically, the hardware only needs to record and buffer in caches a transaction’s write footprint. Furthermore, it does not require a fence at a transaction commit; execution proceeds past a transactional commit (XEnd) instruction while the write buffer drains of transaction writes in the background.

The rest of the expected hardware support is similar to other HTM implementations [36], [37], [24], [38], [39]. In particular, each cache line has a Speculative Write (SW) bit to record if the line was written during the transaction. XEnd clears the SW bits with a flash-clear hardware operation. NoMap expects flattened nested transactions: in a nest, all the transactions commit or get aborted. Irrevocable events such as I/O, exceptions, and signals also cause the transaction to be aborted.

Note that supporting ROT HTM requires a subset of the hardware needed to support conventional multithreaded HTM. Hence, it will not negatively affect the performance of the conventional HTM.

#### B. Sticky Overflow Flag

As described in Section IV-C2, NoMap leverages a Sticky Overflow Flag (SOF) like the one in the IBM Power ISA [35], and uses it to enhance TM. NoMap expects all arithmetic instructions to set both the OF and SOF flags. The integer arithmetic operations within transactions now have no overflow checks.

The SOF is automatically cleared at the outermost transactional begin (XBegin) instruction of a transaction nest — i.e., when execution enters transactional mode. The outermost XEnd instruction in a transaction nest automatically checks if the SOF is set. If it is, the transaction is aborted.

#### C. Creation of Transactions

The algorithm used by NoMap to create transactions around code with SMPs is as follows. By default, transactions are placed around loop nests. However, if NoMap estimates that the data footprint is too large, the transaction is placed around successively smaller code sections. Specifically, first, it is placed around the innermost loop in the nest. Then, the innermost loop is tiled so the state fits in cache, and the transaction is wrapped around the tile.

At run time, if a transaction aborts due to transactional state overflow, execution transfers to the Baseline version. NoMap then tries to change the code, also following the above algorithm, so that it does not overflow, and compiles it again. If the cache-overflowing transaction has a function call, then the transaction is removed; NoMap assumes that the overflow was caused by the callee’s execution.

### VI. EVALUATION SETUP

To evaluate NoMap, we use a real machine rather than a simulator, so that we can perform long application runs, measure real execution times, and use complex code generated by our compiler for a 64-bit machine. While the
lightweight HTM support envisioned is similar to IBM’s ROT. JavaScriptCore does not support the Power ISA. In addition, while NoMap can use the Intel Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) [36], TSX is a heavyweight HTM with many additional overheads, including speculative read buffering, slow transaction reads, and slow commit due to requiring write buffer draining at XEnd. Therefore, we evaluate NoMap natively using two approaches: first, emulating the HTM support expected by our design, and, second, using Intel’s Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) primitives.

The machine we use is an Intel Skylake i7-6700 CPU executing Ubuntu 14.04.4 LTS. We use a single core with a single context. It has 32KB 8-way L1 data and instruction caches, and a 256KB 8-way L2 cache.

A. Lightweight HTM Platform

Properly emulating HTM in a platform without the requisite hardware requires accounting for the TM overheads. These overheads are due to executing the XBegin and XEnd instructions, keeping transactional write state in the cache, and handling aborts. To model the execution of XBegin and XEnd, we add extra instructions to the execution (Section VI-A1). To understand the interaction of transactional data with caches, we run under Pin [40], modeling the caches of the native machine (Section VI-A2). In Section VI-A3 we validate that our emulated platform accurately models lightweight HTM.

1) Executing Transaction Begin and End: We model the lightweight HTM XBegin and XEnd instructions using LLVM intrinsics which prevent instruction reordering. As a result, during code transformations, the compiler cannot move code across transactions. At the end, when all the assembly instructions have been emitted, we replace these intrinsics with x86-64 instructions as follows.

The intrinsic representing XBegins is replaced by an mfence instruction. The fence models the main overhead of XBegin: the forced ordering of memory operations before and after the transaction begin. The extra work that the hardware would need to do in a real transaction, such as moving the PC destination for failures to a register, or clearing the SOF, would not be on the execution’s critical path.

The XEnd instruction does not need to stall for the write buffer to drain. Before execution can continue, the XEnd instruction must flash-clear the SW bits in the L1 and L2 caches. As indicated by previous work [41], this can be done in a few cycles with a simple circuit in the tag array of the caches. To model this overhead, we add 5 cycles to the overall execution time for each completed transaction.

2) Caching Transactional State: Our native runs do not provide us visibility into the cache behavior. Hence, we perform a second set of runs using Pin, modeling the cache hierarchy of the real machine. Since the machine has a 256KB 8-way L2 cache, the goal of our Pin runs is to determine whether: (i) the write footprint of our applications’ transactions fits in such a cache, and (ii) keeping the write footprint in the cache hurts performance by introducing more cache misses for reads.

An analysis of the Pin data shows that the write footprint fits amply, and does not hurt performance by causing read misses. We show data in Section VII-C.

We do not need to model slowdowns for transactional reads or writes. First, reads have no additional overhead because they are not part of the transactional state. Second, since writes are traditionally not on the critical path, any slight increase in latency does not affect performance. This is shown empirically by Ritson and Barnes [42]. Their experiments with Intel’s RTM [36] hardware show no slowdowns due to transactional writes.

3) Validating the Platform Overhead: We perform a limited validation of our emulated lightweight HTM platform. We execute some small programs with transactions on an IBM POWER8 multiprocessor with support for ROT mode and with the additional instructions needed to properly leverage the SOF flag. We conclude that our emulated platform does not underestimate the overhead of lightweight HTM in a real machine such as the POWER8 multiprocessor. The experiments are described in the appendix.

B. Heavyweight HTM Platform

We also test NoMap on a machine with Intel’s RTM [36] hardware. Our goal is to see the speedups that can be achieved on heavyweight HTM. However, using RTM has drawbacks. First, in order for a transaction to successfully complete, all transactional writes must fit within the 32KB L1D cache, and all transactional reads must fit within the 256KB L2 cache. Second, XEnd stalls until all writes within the transaction have drained from the write buffer; according to [42], an XEnd takes at least 13 cycles to commit. Third, experiments have shown that reads within an RTM transaction take about 20% longer to execute than other reads [42]. Finally, x86-64 does not have SOF support and, hence, we disable NoMap’s pass to eliminate overflow checks.

Having NoMap target the RTM primitives is straightforward. Moreover, when a transaction fails, an abort code provided to the runtime indicates the reason for the failure. Based on this code, our runtime makes a decision to either retry the transaction, adjust the transaction size to avoid cache overflow, or jump to a lower-tier version of the code.

C. Architectures and Applications Studied

Table II shows the architectures evaluated. They include a conventional machine (Base) and five configurations using HTM: a simple design (NoMap_S); one that additionally provides bounds-check optimization (NoMap_B); one that additionally provides both bounds-check and overflow-check optimization (NoMap, which is our proposed design); an unrealistic best case design where all checks within transactions are removed (NoMap_BC); and a design that uses Intel’s heavyweight HTM (NoMap_RTM).

In all configurations, FTL uses all LLVM optimization passes enabled by the -O2 flag, as well as additional passes...
Table II: Architectures evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Unmodified JavaScriptCore. No Transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoMap_S</td>
<td>Simple design of NoMap: * Transactions are inserted. * SMPs are replaced with aborts. * Code optimizations are performed across aborts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoMap_B</td>
<td>Intermediate design of NoMap: * NoMap_B + hoisting/sinking bounds checks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoMap</td>
<td>Complete NoMap: * NoMap_B + using SOF for no overflow checks. * This is our proposed design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoMap_BC</td>
<td>Unrealistic base case for NoMap: * All checks within transactions are removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoMap_RT</td>
<td>NoMap on RTM: * NoMap_B running on Intel RTM hardware.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Suites and benchmarks evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suite</th>
<th>Bench. included in AvgT</th>
<th>Benchmark # included in AvgS</th>
<th>Benchmark # not included in AvgS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SunSpider</td>
<td>1,3,4,5,6,7,10</td>
<td>2,8,9: Dead code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11,12,13,14,15</td>
<td>17,21,22,23,24,25,26</td>
<td>&gt;95% non-FTL code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16,18,19,20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraken</td>
<td>1,5,6,7,8,11</td>
<td>2,3,4,9,10:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,13,14</td>
<td>&gt;95% non-FTL code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Evaluation

A. Impact of NoMap on Instruction Count

Figures 8 and 9 show the total number of dynamic instructions executed by each benchmark of the SunSpider and Kraken suite, respectively, for the environments of Table II. For each benchmark, AvgS, and AvgT, we show six bars. From left to right, they are: the unmodified JavaScriptCore (Base); simple NoMap (NoMap_S); NoMap_S augmented with bounds check optimization (NoMap_B); NoMap_B augmented with overflow check optimization (our final NoMap); an unrealistic best case for NoMap (NoMap_BC); and NoMap_B running on heavyweight HTM (NoMap_RT). In each benchmark, the bars are normalized to Base.

Each bar is broken down into four categories: instructions not generated by FTL (NoFTL); FTL instructions outside transactions (NoTM); and FTL instructions inside transactions that either cannot be optimized (TMUnopt) or that can be optimized (TMOpt). TMUnopt are instructions in a function that is called from within a transaction. They cannot take advantage of being inside a transaction because the compiler compiled them without being aware that this code would eventually be called from a transaction. Hence, SMPs in these regions are not converted into aborts and optimized. Overall, the only code that can potentially take advantage of our framework is TMOpt.

Consider SunSpider first (Figure 8) and focus on AvgS. The simple NoMap_S eliminates 6.3% of the original instructions. The more advanced NoMap_B, which additionally hoists/sinks bounds checks, is able to eliminate 8.6% of the original instructions. The final NoMap design, which additionally removes overflow checks, eliminates 14.2% of the original instructions. This is a sizable instruction count reduction, as it is done in a fully automated manner. The best case of removing all checks within transactions (NoMap_BC) removes 17.1% of the original instructions.

NoMap_RT only removes 5.1% of the original instructions, which is slightly less than NoMap_S (6.3%). This is because fewer instructions execute within transactions under heavyweight HTM than under the lightweight HTM architecture (Figures 8 and 9). The reason is the smaller memory footprint size supported by Intel. Indeed, as mentioned in Section VI-B, for a transaction to fit, all transactional stores must fit within the 32KB L1D cache and all transactional loads must fit within the 256KB L2 cache. In the lightweight HTM, all transactional stores must fit within the 256KB L2 cache, and there is no limit on the transactional load footprint.

AvgT shows similar trends. NoMap and NoMap_RT reduce the instruction count by 19.7% and 14.2%.

Looking at individual benchmarks, we see that some benefit more than others. Some perform poorly, either because they have mostly NoFTL instructions (e.g., S16), or most FTL instructions are NoTM or TMUnopt (e.g., S03, S04, and S12). When there is a sizable TMOpt fraction, NoMap often eliminates many instructions (e.g., S10, S13, S18, and S20). S18’s improvement comes from allowing code movement around SMPs. Within function cordicsinos, the compiler now identifies a redundant load, and is also able to sink an additional load. Aggressive unrolling also occurs. S13 is improved by sinking bounds checks. Within three functions,
72 bounds checks from 29 loops are sunk to outside of their original loops. S10 benefits from the SOF to remove overflow checks in a tight loop with simple arithmetic operations.

In Kraken (Figure 9) we see a similar picture, although the gains are slightly smaller than in SunSpider. Consider AvgS first. NoMap removes 11.5% of the original instructions, while the best case environment (NoMap_BC) eliminates 18.0%. NoMap_RTM does not reduce the instruction count. The reason is the lack of transactions with a footprint small enough to fit in the caches. The result is a very small TMOpt category. The AvgT bars show similar, if smaller, gains: NoMap removes 7.8% of the instructions.

### B. Impact of NoMap on Execution Time

Figures 10 and 11 show the execution time of each benchmark in the SunSpider and Kraken suites for the usual environments. Like the previous figures, each benchmark is normalized to Base and has six configurations. Each bar is divided into two categories: time spent in transactions (TMTime) and remaining execution time (NonTMTime).

In SunSpider, we see that, for AvgS, NoMap reduces the execution time of Base by 16.7%. As this is accomplished without any programming changes to the applications, we conclude that NoMap is an effective optimization for JavaScript.

NoMap_RTM reduces the execution time by 6.5%. This is similar to its instruction count reduction. Based on the limitations of the heavyweight HTM discussed in Section VI-B, it is unsurprising that NoMap performs worse targeting heavyweight HTM than lightweight HTM.

The execution time reductions in AvgT are similar, if a bit higher: 21.7% for NoMap and 15.0% for NoMap_RTM. Generally, the execution time reduction is correlated with the instruction count reduction.

In Kraken, the impact of the optimizations is smaller. NoMap reduces the execution time by 8.9% in AvgS and 5.9% in AvgT. However, NoMap_RTM has no impact due to the shortcomings explained previously. Note that, for some benchmarks such as K05 and K06, TMTime is significantly higher than TMOpt in Figure 9. This indicates that much of the transaction time is spent executing unoptimized code (NoFTL in Figure 9), which is called from within a transaction. This limitation is described further in Section VIII. Overall, NoMap with a lightweight HTM is also effective in Kraken; even small gains are important in highly-optimized implementations such as JavaScriptCore.

### C. Transaction Characterization

Finally, we characterize the transactions that NoMap inserts in the SunSpider and Kraken suites. Table IV shows this data for AvgS and the maximum value of any benchmark. Columns 2 and 3 show the write footprint of a transaction and the maximum associativity needed by any cache set to store transactional writes, respectively. On average, the write footprint of a transaction is 44.9KB and 47.4KB, which is
Table IV: Characterizing the transactions. \(S\) and \(K\) stand for SunSpider and Kraken.

About 18% of the size of the L2 cache. On average, 4-way associativity is needed. The worst case needs 160.2KB and 8-way associativity — which is still provided by the L2 cache.

The next 3 columns show the number of static transactions per benchmark that wrap a whole loop nest (Full), that wrap only the inner loop of a nest (Inn), and that wrap a tile of a loop (Tile). On average, a benchmark has about 3-5 static transactions. One benchmark reaches 20 transactions. The last column is the number of static transactions per benchmark that were eliminated because they were calling functions and overflowing the L2.

### VIII. Discussion

**FTL vs B3.** Recently, JavaScriptCore has switched from using the LLVM-based FTL to B3, a new compiler designed by the JavaScriptCore Team, for its highest tier, due to LLVM’s slow compilation times. B3 is focused on fast compilation times, and also adds some speculative optimizations. In NoMap, by using transactions, we maximize the performance potential of conventional compiler optimizations, in a way that is applicable to all scripting languages, with easy-to-maintain extensions. Note that LLVM supports many more conventional optimizations than B3, enabling it to better demonstrate NoMap’s benefits.

**Applicability of NoMap.** The techniques described in this paper are directly applicable to other high performance compilers for JavaScript, and to compilers for other scripting languages such as PHP [43], [44], Python [13], [45], and Ruby [15]. All high-performance scripting language implementations have multiple tiers and use deoptimization SMPs to fall back to previous tiers. Deoptimization SMPs have different names in other implementations. For example, they are known as Deoptimize Nodes in V8 [46], Snapshots in SpiderMonkey [47], Side Exits in HHVM [44], and Guards in PyPy [13]. However, their functionality is similar in all implementations. While some implementations contain more speculative optimizations which can reduce the performance impact of SMPs, we believe that applying NoMap would result in performance improvements similar to JavaScriptCore in all implementations.

**Implementing NoMap on POWER ISA.** Since NoMap is applicable to many scripting languages, it is possible to
port our infrastructure to a language implementation that is supported on the POWER ISA. For this paper, we decided to focus on JavaScript because it is among the highest-performing scripting languages (see Figure 1). We wanted to show how NoMap can improve the performance of a state-of-the-art implementation developed by a company with vast resource investments. We decided to use JavaScriptCore for this project because it uses the LLVM compiler in the FTL tier. LLVM is stable, well-documented, and easy to modify. Our future work is to port NoMap to a language implementation that is supported on the POWER ISA.

Limitations of the Current Infrastructure. A limitation of our NoMap framework is that FTL does not perform interprocedural analysis. Compilation is performed at a method-level granularity. While functions are inlined, LLVM is unable to view functions beyond the compilation unit.

This function isolation hurts performance. As transaction information is not communicated between functions, even if a function is wrapped in a transaction via a caller function, the callee function is unaware of the transaction, and thus the compiler will not convert SMPs to aborts. Adding interprocedural analysis will likely result in additional performance improvements.

Effect on Website Performance. This paper has focused on improving the steady-state performance of scripting languages, focusing on a JavaScript compiler, due to its superior performance. Other authors have focused on JavaScript’s speed when performing very short interactions on a web page [22], [48], [49], and have proposed the JSBench benchmark [50]. Such an environment is different than ours. JSBench benefits mostly from a low start-up time, as seen by the 7.0x speed-up of JavaScriptCore over vendors without interpreters [51]. NoMap, which targets steady-state execution, is not relevant to JSBench. JSBench benchmarks are so short that the optimizing compiler tier is barely invoked.

JavaScript’s steady-state performance is also important for websites that are single-page applications and have long running interactions. NoMap can help in these cases.

IX. Related Work

JavaScriptCore implements an advanced loop bounds check removal pass similar to many previous works [32], [33], [34]. However, we find that SMPs limit the effectiveness of these analyses. Many of the remaining SMP-guarding checks in JavaScriptCore are, in fact, array bounds checks. Unlike previous works, NoMap allows potentially illegal execution to proceed before rollback, enabling bounds checks with an undetermined upper bound to be moved outside of loops.

Prior work proposes using TM-like hardware to improve the execution of “hot” code paths and, more generally, to perform unsafe speculative compiler optimizations inside transactions. Some of these works create traces of hot code at the hardware level [52]. Other works use software-exposed HTM, and use rollback functionality if a “cold” path is entered [30], [53] or a speculative optimization fails [31].

HTM is becoming prevalent in real systems [54], [24], [36], [37], [29], [55], [38], [39]. The POWER8 ROT [24] supports a lightweight HTM. It is possible to implement NoMap on this system.

Other works use hardware to speed-up JavaScript. Mehara et al. [56], [57] make two proposals. In ParaGuard, they off-load checks to another thread. In ParaScript, they parallelize loops and use TM to protect against data races. Both works require full TM support, while we only need lightweight features. ParaGuard is based on a tracing compiler, while now all popular JavaScript compilers are method-based.

Anderson et al. [58] focus on the overhead of performing type checks in JavaScript. They propose a new instruction called Checked Load, which performs type checks in parallel with loads from memory. Checked Load is complementary to NoMap. NoMap improves performance by both enabling code-motion optimizations across all checks, and removing overflow and select bounds checks; Checked Load only accelerates type checks. Hence, they can be used together.

Su and Lipasti [59] recognize that Java’s Exception Model hurts performance. They suggest allowing code motion around null and array bounds checks, while also removing many of these checks. Our work differs in three ways. First, our system allows move optimizations around all checks. Second, we describe the hardware needed to support NoMap, while they do not. Finally, we present a detailed evaluation of NoMap, while they show upper bounds on potential speedups.

X. Conclusion

To understand and improve scripting languages’ lower performance, this paper made three contributions. First, it uncovered and characterized a heretofore largely unnoticed performance bottleneck in JavaScript (and other scripting language) implementations: optimization-limiting SMPs, and the overhead of SMP-guarding checks. Second, it proposed NoMap, a set of optimizations to mitigate the effects of SMPs, and extended a JavaScript JIT compiler to support these changes. Finally, it used NoMap to run the SunSpider and Kraken suites natively on a machine that emulated lightweight HTM. NoMap reduced the instruction count by an average of 14.2% and 11.5%, and the execution time by an average of 16.7% and 8.9%, for SunSpider and Kraken, respectively. These are substantial speed-ups on highly-tuned code. The paper also evaluated NoMap on heavyweight HTM but, due to its overheads, the gains were smaller.
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Appendix: Validation of the Emulation Platform

We perform a limited validation of our emulation of a lightweight HTM platform. Our goal is to ensure that our emulated platform does not underestimate the overhead of lightweight HTM in a real machine. We take an IBM
POWER8 multiprocessor with support for ROT mode and include the additional instructions needed to use the SOF flag. We prepare some small single-threaded programs with reads and writes surrounded by transactions. We measure the execution time of the programs with transactions on the IBM machine (T_E) and on our emulated platform (T_NT). We then remove the XBegin, XEnd, and SOF-related instructions from the programs and time their execution on the IBM platform (NT_E) and on our emulated one (NT_I).

The two programs that we prepare perform either only reads (All_Reads) or only writes (All_Writes). We vary the number of such memory operations per transaction from 10 to 10,000. Note that the code with transactions will be slower because it has the overhead of the additional instructions and does not benefit from transactions.

We are interested in comparing the slowdown induced by the transactions in the IBM platform (T_E) to the slowdown induced by the transactions in the emulated platform (NT_E). If the former is comparable to the latter, our emulated platform correctly estimates the lightweight HTM overhead. Table V shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem Ops Transaction</th>
<th>All_Reads</th>
<th>All_Writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_E</td>
<td>NT_E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_NT</td>
<td>NT_NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>129.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Slowdown induced by lightweight HTM in the IBM (I) and emulated (E) platforms.

The table shows that, for small to modest transactions, the overhead of the lightweight HTM is higher in the emulated platform. For large transactions, the overhead is negligible in both cases. Overall, our emulated platform does not underestimate the overhead of a lightweight HTM system. If anything, for small to modest transactions, our emulated platform conservatively assumes a higher overhead for the lightweight HTM. This makes our NoMap evaluation report smaller gains than would be realized with a real platform.
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